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Reviews I Comptes rendus
Books

Dan Yashinsky (compiler and editor). At the Edge: A Book of Risky Stories. Charlottetown: Ragweed Press, 1998. 254pp.

There is a tale in which it is told how a Plains Cree hunter
found a strange bundle which contained, among other things, a
looking-glass; how this mirror affected the hunter, his family
and their very outlook on the world around them is a most intri-
guing story. This tale, along with 30 others, can be found in the
latest offering from Toronto's master raconteur and general ac-
tivist, Dan Yashinsky, in which he brings to light, in the voices
and words of some of Canada's best tellers, a collection of
stories based around the theme of risks taken and faced by a
variety of protagonists, animal, human and otherwordly. As in
his previous edited anthologies Ghostwise, The Next Teller and
Tales from an Unknown City, Yashinsky has assembled quite
a cast of tellers, representing a diverse cross-section of Canada's
population, multicultural status and geographic vastness. Here

are tellers representing the Anglo-Celtic traditions of the Mari-
times, the French traditions of Quebec, First Nations traditions
from Ontario to the Yukon, traditions of the Prairie Provinces,
and ethnic groups as diverse as the Chinese, Jamaican, Jewish
and Slovenian backgrounds of specific tellers. Just a partial list
of the tellers is impressive: Jan Andrews, Freida Ling, George
Blake, Lome Brown, Michelle Faubert, Jim St. Clair, Sylvo
Frank and Newfoundland's theatrical story troupe Sheila's
Brush, to mention just a few.

The stories are divided under five general headings: Tales
from the home front, Stories of wisdom, good or otherwise, The
ways of the trickster, Stories very old and very new, and Stories
of risk-takers and the consequences of their risks. Some protag-
onists may risk their very life and well-bein2 in order to save a
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backdrop of a severe drought in mid-1903s Saskatchewan, while
in Jim St. Clair's tale Old Carrot-Top and the Twelve Days of
Christmas his own family is memorably portrayed when he re-
counts how a venerable lady storyteller spent the Yuletide season
with his forebears during the winter of 1873. In a tale from
Louise Leblanc, an elderly couple face the prospect of starvation
unless they can obtain scarce food during a very hard winter.
Even Lome Brown's simple tale of his own parents' courtship
comes magically alive as a skilled storyteller sets his mind to
recreating it.

Read this collection of stories from Canada's past and
present and be entertained, instructed and, yes, even provoked
into thinking about the world and how it should be, whether it
is seen through the eyes of George Sawa as he retells Goha
stories from his Egyptian heritage, or of Bonnie Logan telling of
an unauthorized rafting adventure when she was a young girl, or
of Ron Baker telling of Joe Thomas outwitting Canadian author-
ities to sell his honey across the US. border. We all take risks
in life, as do the protagonists in these tales, whether it is as a
Slovenian fox outwitting a wolf at a wedding feats, a Chukchie
hunter surviving a winter in a bear's den or a Jewish minister
showing his king that, no matter wh~t happens in life, it's all for
the best in the end. Thanks to Dan Yashinsky and his assembly
of excellent tellers, this collection of stories once again shows
that the Canadian storytelling scene is more than just alive and
well-it truly continues to perpetuate a magic that is what the
very best storytelling is all about.

loved one and a special fruit-bearing tree, as in Kay Stone's tale
The Water of life. The same applies to the valiant tailor in
Linda Fergusson's Story of a Tailor, who must spend a night in
a haunted house in order to secure a treasure in gold, during
which he must observe demons playing catch with a human
head. In other stories, Ti-Jean teaches a trio of rogues a
much-needed lesson on the value of pigs, while Spider Anansi
cleverly outwits his wife and a hungry lion in order to obtain a
rich hoard of food. A young girl risks much to teach her father
a lesson in the true meaning of love, in Jan Andrews' retelling
of the classic English tale Cap 0' Rushes, with its classic theme
which Shakespeare used so prominently in King Lear.

Some storytellers possess a magic all their own, tran-
scending time and locale, as demonstrated by three tales in the
collection. In Dan Yashinsky's tale The Devil in Don Mills, the
traditional tale of the smith outwitting the Devil is altered to
take place in a suburban Toronto mall, and the Devil is trans-
formed into a demonic computer salesman. In Linda Lines' story
The Trouble with Trolls, a traditional Scandinavian story The
Cat on the Doverfell is reworked to take place in rural British
Columbia, where the protagonist is a fellow who can actually
communicate with bears. Perhaps the cleverest reworking is that
of Australia's Meg Philp and Canada's Joan Bodger, who have
taken the classic tale of Rumplestiltskin and turned it into the
story of Joe Percy Cockatoo, set in the Australian outback
during current times.

Some tales in this collection will touch the heartstrings and
the human soul at the same time. In Diane Halpin's story A Cup
of Water, taken from her own family history, a spontaneous fid-
dle concert is portrayed with moving imagery and set against the

-Robel1 Rodriquez
NYC
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a number of comments on it in his Shanties from the Seven
Seas (65-68). Nevertheless, I have never heard it sung as a shan-

anything else. As usual with this song, it is not sung to a tempo
that might realistically be applied to any shipboard work.

All the ancient folkies will be familiar with the lovely Scot-
tish song "Peggy Gordon," and many may still remember the
Nova Scotia version (Creighton 74) that was recorded in 1964,
on Mercury, by the Canadian singer Bonnie Dobson. The melo-
dy was also used for the excellent song "Come Kiss Me Love."
Eileen is accompanied by a number of fine musicians (Grit Las-
kin et 01.), scattered throughout the tracks. Not least of these is
Steafan Hannigan on the Uillean pipes, who plays "Cape Clear"
as a solo air immediately following Eileen singing "My Grief on
the Sea." The eerie and unforgettable "The Rolling of the
Stones" (Child 49, "The Twa Brothers") follows. I previously
associated it with Joe Hickerson (from his Folk-Legacy record-
ing Drive Dull Care Away, Vol. 1), and it is comforting to see
the song kept alive for audiences of a younger generation.

For the singing of "Lord Franklin" (AKA "Lady Franklin's

Before being exposed to this recording I suspect I was one
of only a very few Canadian folklies who didn't know Eileen
McGann or her Illusic, although I have been well aware of her
good reputation and general popularity for a number of years. I
don't know whether not knowing her makes writing a review of
her recording Heritage any easier. The recording was new when
I received it but, through my tardiness in getting round to
listening to it and writing about it, I expect it has long been in
the hands of her many faithful fans. On a personal note-and not
to be confused with any judgment of the quality of these perfor-
mances-I find the highly polished and arranged approach to this
sort of music not to my taste. Nevertheless, it is important that
traditional songs live on, and it is probable that this style of
presentation is more marketable (has a larger general audience)
than the simpler, earthy style of traditional singing and presenta-
tion that I favour.

The recording begins with "Blackwaterside," a well-known
Irish ballad that took me back to the smoky coffeehouses of the
1960s. The Scottish song "Lowlands" follows. Eileen's notes
give it as a shanty, and it was indeed used as such; Hugill gives
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Lament"), I prefer a slightly slower tempo thought a bit more
pensive colour might have been added; it is, after all, a lament.
This last concern also applies, in a different way, to the singing
of "Little Musgrave" (Child 81, known also as "Little Matty
Groves"). The ballad is a bit dull, and neither the singer's good
voice nor the ballad's melody, action content and grand climax
are able to sustain its length without spirited, lyric interpre-
tation. One or two instrumental breaks might have helped.

The recent history of "The Beltane" is rather odd (not Eileen
McGann's fault). The song clearly relates to Earth ritual, but its
music, its structure, and some of the words appear to have been
adopted by a blackface minstrel song writer in the early 191h
Century, something they were well known for. The result was
"Buffalo Gals" or "Lubly Fan," that, once laundered of its min-
strel past, quickly took on a new life and became a very popular

folk dance in both North America and the British Isles. Eileen
appears to have tidied up the words (from the regional dialect
words of the original song) and written a new melody for it that
may perhaps give it a new lease on life. The song is an impor-
tant piece of music history. This is the first I have heard of it,
and I am very grateful. t. As I Walked Out" is the jewel in the

crown. The song is kept under tight control, both instrumentally
and vocally, and is particularly suited to Eileen's voice.

All in all, the recording as a whole is very pleasant and well
organized, with nothing offensive or particularly disturbing. It
is available from Eileen at Dragonwing Music (and probably at
good music stores everywhere), and the e-mail address would be
a good place to start looking for Eileen if you are planning a
folk music festival. Her appearance would compliment any stage.

-Mike Ballantyne
Cobble Hill. British Columbia
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Sometimes I've heard an intriguing song on a sampler,
rushed out and bought the recording, and been disappointed that
the rest of the tracks didn't measure up to the cut I heard. Hap-
pily, that turned out not to be the case with Grace Under
Pressure. The recording comes from 1994, and I hadn't heard
of the group before or since-1 hope they're still around.

Three Sheets to the Wind are a trio of Ottawa-area women
who sing in harmony, a capella, although joined by some
instruments on the CD. Their songs come from tradition, other
composers and their own writing-a mix which manages to
coexist quite nicely in their style. Their voices are all fresh and
clear, and the harmonies are carefully crafted. The vocals are
given priority throughout (unusual in itself, these days), and
producer John Switzer very tastefully introduces instruments
around them, sometimes almost at the threshold of hearing. For
example, the song which attracted me in the first place,
"Woodsmoke and Oranges" by Ian Tamblyn (well, it's a song
about canoe tripping, what can I say?) has bowed double bass
and unusual percussion lurking very quietly in the background.

The traditional songs "The Flower of Magherally" (Irish),
"Awake Ye Drowsy Sleeper" (Appalachian) and "Female Ram-
bling Sailor" (English) fare well in these interpretations-the
treatment is sort of like a female Copper Family with Canadian
accents, delicate rather than rowdy. As well as Ian Tamblyn,
songs from other contemporary writers include Washboard Hank

Fisher's "Hundred Acre Field," Ferron's "The Cart" and Gordon
Lightfoot's "The Way I Feel" (which has some neat use of in-
and-out reverb, not heavy-handed, but attention-getting).

Rebecca Campbell is the songwriter in the group; some of
her songs are mostly imagery (e.g., "Ocean Art Piece"), some
are storytelling (e.g., "Magdalene," about an unwed mother
confined in a convent), all are personal but not particularly
obscure.

Two factors detracted in a small way from my enjoyment of
the CD. On the contemporary songs, the lead singers tend
toward the breathless stop-and-start style favoured in many
quarters today (who? oh, Ani Difranco, for one); sometimes this
was intriguing, occasionally irritating. Also, on the country-
flavoured numbers the group adopt an accent which is not their
own, and sometimes sounds disrespectful. For example, when all
three singers carefully pronounce "dog" as "dawg" on "The
Hundred Acre Field," it's hard to escape the feeling that they're
making fun of the song. In the most flagrant example, Don
Stover's fine thoughtful "Things in Life" sounds like they're
auditioning it for Hee Haw. I expect no disrespect was meant,
but the group need to sing in their own voice instead of trying
to imitate others.

Are they still singing? I hope so-because I certainly am
enjoying what they've done on this CD. -JL

ISM

In the large [winter logging] camps where nIOJIY men are together some of them will want to do something pass away the time. Afew will play cards, some may
play draughts, and there will surely be some who sing. Very likely there will be afiadler in the pony, and some may dance jigs. These amusements, however, are

mostly kepr for Sunday qfternoons and evenings. Sunday mornings are devoted to loqfing and chat.
William Parker Greenough, Canadian Folk-life and Folk-lore (Quebec, 1897)
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The second recording from Vancouver Island busker, one-
man band and multi-instrumentalist Dave "Slim" Harris pretty
much takes up where his Island Street Singer recording left off.
The recording quality is better, and Harris has certainly been
busy as a writer: only four covers on a 19-song disc. Playing
acoustic and electric guitars (six- and twelve-string), resonator
guitar, harmonica in a neck rack, violin, viola and foot-operated
drums and percussion, he is at his best mining the wonderful
(and often overlooked) tradition of the one-man-band, sum-
moning the spirits of Dr. Ross, Jesse "Lonecat" Fuller, Eldon

"Juke Boy" Bonner, Duster Bennett and others. Harris isn't pos-
sessed of a particularly good voice (although he almost makes up
for it in energy and a sense of commitment to the music, as any
good street entertainer should be able to do), and his writing can
err on the preachy side, but when the elements come together
(the original "Strung Out No.2" and the John Hurt/Woody
Guthrie-inspired "Payday Medley," for example) it's a wonderful
thing. -Jim Williams

Calgary, Albel1a
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Michael Jerome Browne is the guitarist for Montreal's Stephen
Barry Band, who have been stalwarts of that very musical city's
roots music community for many years. On the band's record-
ings, and those of blues legend Yann "Piano Man" Walls,
Browne has always proved to be a well-versed and tasteful blues
guitarist. On this self-titled disc, he proves to be a brilliant
multi-instrumentalist (acoustic, electric and resonator six-string
guitars, 12-string guitar, fiddle, fretless five-string banjo,
harmonica in a rack and foot-operated washboard) and a marvel-
ous interpreter of roots music traditions, mixing Acadian and
Louisiana Cajun fiddle traditions on "La Danse Cartee Cather-
ine" with the good-time blues guitar instrumentals of Big Bill

Broonzy ("Saturday Night Rub"), pop songwriting (great acous-
tic takes on Jimi Hendrix's "Manic Depression" and Talking
Heads' "This Must Be The Place") and the rural black/white
classic "Reuben," perfOrDled on fretless gourd banjo. Guest
appearances by several members of the Stephen Barry Band,
Vann "Piano Man" Walls and others add sparkle and depth to
the songs, but never run the risk of overwhelming them, and
Browne's vocals are right in the pocket: warDl and knowing,
while never affected. In a year of very good blues-based releases
in Canada, this is my hands-down favorite. Very highly recom-
mended. -11m Williams
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The latest album from Winnie Chafe reflects the dignity and
taste that have earned her the title of "First Lady of Cape Breton
Fiddle Music." Legacy is a tribute to the traditions and values
that have kept Celtic music alive for hundreds of years. Chafe
dedicates this album to her family, God and heritage, noting that
it is the combination of these three things that has given her a
love for the music (and considerable talent at it, I might add).

The tunes on Legacy are a mixture of old and new, a re-
flection of the reason why Cape Breton music appeals to so
many age ranges. Names like Gow and Skinner are in abun-
dance, but there are also recent compositions by Winnie's
daughter Patricia spread through the album. The music itself is
very clean, regal and elegant, suitable for Carnegie Hall or a
ceilidh. Although the music isn't played with reckless abandon,

the touch and drive that make you want to kick up your heels
are much in evidence. The arrangements of the songs (mostly by
Patricia) are done up nicely, bringing in unique elements such as
oboe and viola da gamba to put a bit of different flavour on
things. The version of "MacPherson's Rant," with the reading
of the true story of MacPherson, a patriotic Scottish fiddler, on
the eve of his execution, is a powerful portrait of the Celtic
spirit. Probably the strongest settings, though, are the airs and
waltzes, which are beautifully played by Chafe and tastefully
accompanied by her daughter and others. If you are looking for
a well-recorded, traditional, all-around solid album of Cape
Breton fiddle music, this is a great one to have in your
collection. -Keitha Clark

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

MacCrimrnon's Revenge. The Ransom. Ingold 2004-2. Ingold Records, Suite 412, 5475 Spring Garden Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia
B2J IG2; <ingold@istar.ca>; <www 3.ns.sympatico.ca/finnigan>

The Ransom is the debut recording of this Halifax-based
quartet. The group is billed as a synthesis of Celtic music with
World Music, and this recording definitely demonstrates that.
The band's sound is based on the Lowland pipes playing of
Glenn Coolen, who also plays various whistles. The lead sound
is filled out by the guitar of Guy Major, who also is the group's
vocalist. The other two members of the group are both percus-

sionists, Ian MacMillan on assorted percussion and Mark Currie
on bodhran, bones and didgeridoo.

The music on this CD is a mixture of traditional "pan-
Celtic" and more recent compositions by the group and well-
known composers like Jerry Holland, Phil Cunningham and Niel
Dickie. Most of the music is from the Scottish/Cape Breton tra-
dition, with a sprinkling of Breton, Mongolian and Balkan tunes.
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This time the dream is a nightmare. A ticking clock and neurotic
guitar riff provide a strung-out background to the pipes, which
wander around like a mad cow. The lead is then taken up by the
guitar, leading to an abrupt finish.

"The MillO MillO Set" is another collection of recent and
traditional tunes. The pipes and guitar share the lead on this set,
with the low whistle joining in on the Breton" An Andro." The
other tunes in the set are of Scottish origin.

The CD finishes with "The Raven." The first tune was in-
spired by the sound created by the breeze blowing through holes
in the monument erected in Halifax for the G- 7 Summit in 1995,
and is (appropriately) entitled" A Tiny Hole in the Steel Tube."
The second tune in the set is an interesting version of "The
Strayaway Child." Usually played as a jig, here it is slowed
down considerably and played as a slip jig. This brings out the
lament in the tune and blends it nicely with the atmosphere cre-
ated by the previous tune.

The packaging of this CD is very nice, with a three-page
fold-out. It includes notes on five of the eleven tracks, the lineup
of the band and four paragraphs on the musical philosophy of
the group. The only difficulty is that some of the notes can be
hard to read over the background illustration and photograph.

Overall this is an interesting recording. I think the group
have gotten carried away with creating a "sound" and "atmos-
phere," and in places the music is lost or secondary. The New
Celtic/World philosophy is also (I feel) carried a little far, as the
band tries to make us understand just how committed they are to
"enhancing to the fullest, those essential qualities of a unique
and mysterious tradition." To me the atmospheric New-Agey
tracks tend to drag. This band is at its best on the more tradi-
tional tracks, 6, 7, 9 and part of 1, when they just "shut up and

play."

The first track, "In-Between Times Set," is a 9'21" pipe
medley of seven recent tunes, .three by Coolen, two by Jerry
Holland, one by Scottish accordian player Phil Cunningham, and
one unknown. The pipes are the only melody instrument on this
track, with the guitar and percussion weaving a moody back-
drop. The second .track is an atmospheric piece based around a
bass riff with a strong ry.thmic pulse. The didgeridoo and whistle
wander around this. Next is the only song on the CD, a tradi-
tional Scottish song called "The Cuillins of Rhum." The reverb
and echo on the backing pipes and whistles add an appropriate
flavour to this lament for a distant place.

We travel around the world for the next track, a Mongolian
tune called "Langurel." Oddly, this tune fits very well on the
Lowland pipes, with the didgeridoo and frame drum adding an
otherworldly feel to the selection. The Balkans are the next stop,
for the "Kulsko Horo." The guitar .takes the lead to start. this
track, with a strong percussion backing. The whistle joins in the
second time through, then the pipes jump in to finish it off.

The next two tracks, "Kirstie's Weather Hair/Cape Breton
Port-A-Beul" and "Sandy's New Chanter Set," return to a more
"traditional" Celtic sound. "Kirstie's Weather Hair," written by
Glen Coolen, is a very traditional pipe air, showing the deep
Celtic roots of the group. In "Sandy's New Chanter Set" the
group finally cut loose on a "kick-ass" Scottish reel set. The
performance on this track is very traditional (aside from djembe,
which fits in very well with Celtic music anyway), and shows
you don't have to step far from traditional arrangements to rock.
The track starts with a traditional reel, "The Steampacket," and
finishes with one of the hottest new tunes of the last while, Niel
Dickie's "Clumsy Lover."

A slow whistle tune with the intriguing name "Dimitri's
Suspicion About the Cows in the Trees" follows. The piece has
a languid dreamlike quality that slowly builds in intensity, then
gently fades. The same tune is the base for "Mad Cow Disease."

-Derek Lofthouse
Canmore, Alberta

Margaret Christl & Ian Robb, with Grit Laskin. The Barley Grain for Me. Folk-Legacy CD-62. Fallen Angle Music, 285 Spencer
Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIY 2Rl; <www.magi.com/ -ianrobb>; Folk-Legacy Records, Box 1148, Sharon, Connecticut 06069,
USA; <folklegacy@snet.net>; <www.folklegacy.com>

ous combinations of guitar, dulcimer, concertina and long-neck
mandolin provide pleasant accompaniment for ten of the vocals;
the remaining four are performed a cappella.

The vocals are excellent. One only has to listen to selections
11 and 12 to be completely drawn into the music. Traditional
folk music doesn't get any better than the enchanting sound of
Margaret Christl playing the dulcimer and singing "Willie
Drowned in Ero," accompanied by the tasteful guitar work of
Grit Laskin. This is followed by Ian Robb's a cappella version
of an extremely rare song with a beautiful melody originally
collected by Edith from O.J. Abbot in Hull, Quebec, under the
title "The Banks of Newfoundland" (not to be confused with the
more popular song with the same title). The title song, "The
Barley Grain for Me," is also taken from the repertoire of O.J.
Abbott. It was one of the more than ten dozen songs that Edith
Fowke collected from the 85-year-old Ottawa Valley resident in
the summer of 1957. There are a total of four songs collected
from O.J. Abbott on this recording, and all are given excep-

The Barley Grain for Me is required listening for connois-
seurs of traditional folk music. Originally released as a vinyl
recording in 1976, it is now available as a CD. There are a new
set of liner notes packaged with the CD, but the original 1976
album notes, containing the words to each song, are still avail-
able by mail order from Folk-Legacy.

The Barley Grain for Me is dedicated to the memory of
Edith Fowke, the well-known Canadian folk song collector,
broadcaster, scholar and author. The new liner notes reveal that
Ian Robb fulfilled a promise made to the late Edith Fowke when
he persuaded Folk-Legacy to release the original recording as a
compact disc. Re-mixed from the 1976 master tapes, the result
is a pleasant trip into the world of traditional folk music. The
CD contains 14 traditional folk songs from a number of Cana-
dian collections. Six of the selections are songs that were
collected by Edith Fowke during her fieldwork in the 1950s; the
remainder are taken from the collections of Kenneth Peacock,
Helen Creig.hton, MacEdward Leach and Sheldon Posen. Vari-
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Edith Fowke would be very pleased with the reissuing of
The Barley Grain for Me and, if she were still doing her radio
show at the CBC, this disk would receive plenty of airplay.
Edith was a scholar and collector of Canadian folk music, but
she was also a popularizer of folk songs and the people that sang
them. She felt very strongly that folk music should be made
readily available for people to listen to and enjoy, above all else.
To her, academic study and analysis were pursuits that were sec-
ondary to the performance of the music. These performances are
excellent. I highly recommend The Barley Grain for Me to any-
one with a genuine interest in traditional Canadian folk music.
Margaret Christl and Ian Robb serve up a real treat!

tionally fine interpretation by Margaret and Ian.
This recording has a definite Canadian feel to it, and,

although it includes only material collected from Ontario east-
ward, it does serve as a testimonial to the success and variety of
Canadian folk song collecting and performance. Margaret
Christl's honest rendering of "Hard Times," a Newfoundland
song about a day in the life of a fisherman, is followed by Ian
Robb singing "Save Your Money While You're Young," a lum-
bering song from Ontario discovered by Edith Fowke in Peter-
borough County in the late 1950s. Later, Margaret renders a
beautiful interpretation of "Green Bushes," an Irish song of
unrequited love collected by Helen Creighton in Nova Scotia.
This is followed by Ian's excellent performance of "Jack, The
Cow Boy," a variant of Child 283 discovered in Labrador.

-Allan Kirby
Cobourg, Ontario

Siksika Ramblers. Just For Old Times' Sake: Traditional Siksika Pow-Wow Songs. CR-6287. Canyon Records Productions, 4143
North 16 Street, Suite 6, Phoenix, Arizona 85016, USA; 1-800-268-1141; <canyon@canyonrecords.com>;
< www.canyonrecords.com>

Blackfoot singing and drumming. Their falsetto singing quality
has a warbling sound, and they use many variations of hard
beats.

This studio recording allows a clean presentation of the
music but lacks the powwow ambience. The notes are well writ-
ten and the cover design attractive.

-Lynn Whidden
Brandon, Manitoba

This disc provides gratifying listening. It has a great variety
of songs, such as intertribal, chicken, war, fancy, grass, ladies
and owl (round) dances. Each song requires different drumming.
For example, the intertribal has stirring "hard" (accented) beats;
the chicken dance has a light drum beat which grows stronger;
another has a drum "roll" sounds; the war and grass dances are
dramatic; while the ladies' dance is slower.

These mature singers certainly know the traditional style of

Northern Cree Singers. It's Time to Round Dance! CR-6292. Canyon Records Productions, 4143 North 16 Street, Suite 6, Phoenix,
Arizona 85016, USA; 1-800-268-1141; <canyon@canyonrecords.com>; <www.canyonrecords.com>

This is a disc for dancing-all ten songs are round dances.
(Round dances are social dances in which everyone joins in a
large circle and shuffles to the left.) The voices are young and
spirited, with lots of whoops and calls added. Because this is a
studio recording, there should have been better drum and voice
balance; there is no need for the voices to sound weak. And I
do miss the noisy crowd background of these social events.

The front cover design is appealing, but the back cover
notes are downright misleading. For example, the Northern Cree
singers play the bass drum, not hand drums; round dances are

done all year round, not just "During the long nights of winter";
and I hear no Cree, only syllables and English words.

The song tunes, traditional plains in form, are memorable,
as are the tongue-in-cheek words. For example, here's "Leng-
then My Leash":

You're so nice to me honey
You tell me what to do-
I'm just like a monkey
Do si do si do.

-Lynn Whidden

David Wilkie and Cowboy Celtic. Cowboy Ceilidh. CFA 007 Centerfire Music, Box 868, Turner Valley, Alberta, TOL 2AO;
< centerfi@cadvision.corn>

cowboy song still in existence that was written in North America
in Gaelic.

Wilkie is obviously fascinated by cowboy music's Celtic
connections. He has researched some of the traditional melodies
which have crossed over- "The Streets of Laredo," for instance,
is known in Scotland as "The Unfortunate Rake" and in Ireland
as "The Bard of Arrnagh"-and has drawn on the tradition to
write his own songs. "The Wind in the Wire" is inspired by the
stories of Angus MacDonald from Western Ross, whose wife
was from the Nez Perce nation. "The Ballad of Nate Champion"
commemorates an independent rancher who was shot down by
Sheriff Red Angus.

Just when you think that Celtic music has been fused to
everything under the sun, along comes David Wilkie with a sur-
prising new twist. Wilkie explores the fertile ground of the links
between the Scots and Irish and the cowboy music of the Ameri-
can West, in his CD Cowboy Ceilidh.

For many centuries, cattle were essential to the Scottish
highland economy, with drovers bringing their herds south to the
lowlands to market each year. After the Highland clearances,
many cattlemen made their way to the US and continued their
trade. Apparently the Gaelic language was quite common in the
West, and was even spoken at the Alamo. Wilkie ends the CD
with a touching song, "Farewell to Coinagh, " reputedly the only
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The end result is a pleasing and polished CD. It may be a
little too polished for some, with the cello and the harp sounding
more at home in the parlour than out on the range. However,
this gives it wider audience appeal than just us traditional folk
festival attendees. In April, Wilkie was honoured by the US Na-
tional Cowboy Hall of Fame, which awarded Cowboy Ceilidh
the title of Outstanding Traditional Western Music Album of
1998. It's good to see the Wild West acknowledging its Celtic
heritage.

This is an ambitious project, conceived over a few whiskies
but brought to fruition in recording studios in Canada, Ireland
and Scotland. It includes a guest list of over a dozen musicians,
including Scotland's Phil Cunningham, and has some lovely flute
and whistle playing by Johnny McCarthy.

Cowboy Ceilidh is no dry work of scholarship. Wilkie ob-
viously enjoys the companionship of his collaborators (and the
odd round of golf in Scotland, by the looks of it...) and throws
in some enjoyable touches. There's a tongue-in-cheek insertion
of the theme from High Noon, which was composed by the
Russian/American film composer Dimitri Tiomkin and has
absolutely no Celtic credentials, but fits rights in..

-Nan Colledge
Winnipe~, Manitoba

O"High Noon," sung by the macho whiner Frankie Laine ("Dew nowt forsaaake meee, oh mah daahrlin' ") and harmonica imitation
(reportedly by accordion maestro A. Galla Rini) won the Oscar for Best Title Song in 1952. I grew up (?) on it. [GWL]

The Henchmen. "The Henchmen Reunion": Maritime Folk Music of the Sixties. CMD440. Capcan Music Distribution, 1129
Faithwood Place, Victoria, DC V8X 4Y6; <sales@capcan.com>; <www.capcan.com>

Ah, the 60s! As the old saying says, "If you remember the
60s, you weren't there." But I remember the 60s, and I was a lot
of places-beginning my working career and enjoying a lot of
music that visited New Zealand during those years-Cliff Rich-
ard, The Everly Brothers, Tom Lehrer, Louis Armstrong, The
Beach Boys, The Beatles, and-the list just keeps going on.

I was also intrigued with folk music, especially New
Zealand folk music that seemed so different from what was
being played on the radio. The Weavers had established them-
selves, but the likes of Peter Cape and Les Cleveland (two local
performers) weren't heard much on the weekly Sunday afternoon
Listener's Requests or the half-hour weekly Lever Hit Parade,
which seemed to parallel the Billboard Top Ten but gave us the
best of the British and USA pop music scenes.

Our town never got TV until 1964, so it was visiting per-
formers or the rock-and-roll films that gave us a look at the
music scene from overseas. But once "Tom Dooley" by the
Kingston Trio had impressed itself on the record-buying public,
there was no end to great folk acts making a side trip from Aus-
tralia, including the Kingstons themselves, The Serendipity Sing-
ers and The New Christy Minstrels. The songs these groups pre-
sented was in a way a reworking of what Lonnie Donegan and
other skiftle groups had made popular, before and during the
reign of "Tom Dooley." New Zealand folk was making its way
there, too, with the Hamilton Bluegrass Band, Hogsnort Rupert
[/ like 'em already!-GWL] and particularly Phil Garland, who
is the only one left today (as far as I can tell) still performing
NZ folk songs.

In the mid-60s I emigrated to Canada and brought my eclec-
tic music interests with me. I worked and traveled around the
country at the start, settled on going to university, continued my
teaching career, did swim coaching for a hobby and enjoyed mu-
sic. But I had never heard of The Henchmen. Now I'm glad I
have the opportunity to share some thoughts about this CD.

The Henchmen began with four students from Saint John
High School who eventually entered the University of New
Brunswick. One of the group decided to move on, and so AI
Brien, Peter Chipman, Jerry Gadd and Dave Sansom continued

making music in their home territory. This CD comprises their
only album and songs restored from many rehearsal tapes that
were found "in a few dusty closets."

From the opening chords of banjo, guitars and bass, one
nearly asks, "Where've I heard this before?", but as the voices
climb above the instruments, it's a "new" sound, one that is not
similar to other groups of the time, including The Brothers
Four, The Limeliters, or The Chad Mitchell Trio. However, the
influences are there.

The songs are typical of the period-traditional, work,
spiritual, and prison, though not the "cause" songs of Pete
Seeger. They have a good happy sound, especially in new songs
by New Brunswick writer Doug Major. I can't identify the solo
voices of each performer, but they stand out on their own, and
the harmonies blend together beautifully. Each plays his own in-
strument, and for me this almost guarantees that what you hear
on the record you will see on stage.

The first part of the CD highlights the first 12 songs from
their original album and, although there's an apology in the liner
notes for some "needle" noise, it does become somewhat dis-
tracting, and I wonder if with more searching a better copy of
the recording could have been found. However, it's the songs
that count, and that's a minor quibble. I would have liked to
have learned more from the liner notes-Peter Chipman is cred-
ited with writing "The Rover," an enjoyable song about a Nova
Scotia privateer chasing Spanish gold, but did he write more as
good as this? Other original songs of the time include "The
Bluenose" (Helen Thurber), "Down The River Saint John"
(Douglas Major), "You Were On My Mind" and "Flowers on
the Wall."

The next 14 selections are from rehearsal tapes and one live
performance. Few performers allow the listener into rehearsal
sessions, so it's admirable that the tunes have been included
here. As one progresses through this part of the CD, the quality
gradually improves, and soon you're in the middle of another
complete album. The mix of songs is again traditional and con-
temporary .

The sound of this Canadian group remains as fresh as it was
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"$2.00 from the sale of each reunion CD and $1.00 from each
cassette will be donated by Capcan Music to the University of
New Brunswick, for as long as this product is available for
sale."

-Dave Foster
Calgary, Albel1a

in the 60s. The now-and-then photos on the insert indicate that
all the members are still with us. The Henchmen deserve their
place in Canadian musical history. Maybe there are other singers
and groups out there who can repackage their material for a new
generation of listeners.

I congratulate the Henchmen on this project and note that

Seanachie. A Quarrel With Whisky. SEAN 002. Seanachie, Box 61154, Kensington Postal Outlet, Calgary, Alberta T2N 4S6;
< www . cadvision. com! davideo/ seanachie/index. html >

While there's a certain amount of traditional material on this
album (ably driven by pipes, fiddles, flutes, guitars and a drum
kit), most of Seanachie's new release features songs written and
sung by guitarist Gordon McCulloch. His subject material fo-
cuses on the Scottish experience, either in Scotland or here in
Canada, backed by a mix of acoustic and electric instrumentation
that now seems the norm for this sort of band: acoustic guitars
and traditional instruments with electric bass and drums, the lat-
ter quite high in the mix. While his songs don't have the immed-

iate appeal of, say, a Stan Rogers song or even those of Bobby
Watt, they quickly grow on the listener and tell wonderful and
moving stories.

Other than McCulloch's songs, the low point of the album
is a somewhat lackluster version of "Mingulay Boat Song." The
high points are the opening hornpipe set and the hypnotic set
featuring a waulking song and a pair of jigs.

-Charles de Lint
Ottawa, Ontario

Morgaine Le Fay. Up She Flew. MLFOI97. Morgaine Le Fay, 385 Kettleby Road, KettIeby, Ontario LOG lJO; Festival Distribution,
1351 Grant Street, Vancouver, BC V5L 2X7; <fdi@festival.bc.ca>; <www.festival.bc.ca>

and percussion and Patrick O'Gorman of bagpipes and various
flutes and whistles, with Victor Bateman sitting in on bass. The
sound ranges from simple acoustic pieces to that electrified trad
sound pioneered by Fairport Convention back in the late 6Os/
early 70s, only add in the pipes on a few cuts. Clean production
and great arrangements make this a fine album, from the opening
Don Messer breakdown through to the simple but tasty arrange-
ment of "Julia's Baby/Julia Delaney" that closes the CD.

-Charles de Lint

Any recording that features fiddler and songwriter extra-
ordinaire Jamie Snider is already a winner in my book, and this
one's no exception. It features a great selection of Snider's self-
penned songs and tunes, as well as some traditional material, and
a couple of songs and one tune from October Browne that are
quite outstanding. Browne has a wonderful, emotive voice-
breathy but clear, with a nice edge to it-and plays various
stringed instruments.

The rest of the band is made up of Howard Gaul on drums

Tanglefoot. The Music in the Wood. TML 14-0896. Tanglefoot, Box 2263, Peterborough, Onto K9J 7Y8;
<www.oncomdis.on.ca/tanglefoot.htm>;FestivalDistribution, 1351 Grant Street, Vancouver, BCV5L2X7; <fdi@festival.bc.ca>;
< www.festival.bc.ca>

Full Throated Abandon. BCD 115. Tanglefoot, Box 1023, Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 6K6; < tangle@log.on.ca> ;
<www.kawartha.com/tanglefootl>; Borealis Recording Co., 67 Mowat Avenue, Suite 233, Toronto, Ontario M6K 3E3; <brc@in

terlog.com>; <www.interlog.com/-brc>

In music, as in many other aspects of life in Canada, it's so
common to find oneself overwhelmed with culture imported
from elsewhere-mostly from the United States, but also from
Europe and the Pacific Rim-that it's a pleasure to come across
an album that not only is made in Canada by Canadians, but ac-
tually attempts to portray and even celebrate Canadian life (at
least in eastern Canada), now and in the past, in a realistic and
yet positive manner. Examples of this are the two CDs The Mu-
sic in the Wood and Full Throated Abandon, recorded in
1995-96 and 1998-99 respectively by Tanglefoot, a group of five
men from Ontario. Superb vocalists, with ear-tingling harmo-
nies, accompanying themselves on guitar, fiddle, piano, mando-
lin, banjo, double bass and other acoustic instruments, these
guys deliver their songs with conviction and great gusto-songs
which, although they wrote nearly all of them, sound for all the
world like traditional songs and, to this writer at least, seem to
fit squarely into the folk tradition. {I've heard them in concert,

and their energy has to be seen and heard to be believed.)
The songs are a panorama of life in Canada, past and

present, portraying the experiences and emotions of ordinary
Canadians. For example, the title song from The Music in the
Wood tells of a wagon-maker who feels "the music in the wood"
and spends all his time making violins instead of wagons. "Se-
cord's Warning" celebrates Laura Secord, who, like Paul Revere
in reverse, warned the British that the Americans were coming.
Sung a capella, this one is in the same league as Stan Rogers's
"Barrett's Privateers"; it's a pleasure to hear a bunch of guys
singing a song about a heroic woman. "La V'la M' Arnie" is a
reworking of a French-Canadian paddling song that goes back to
the days of the voyageurs. And, easily the most powerful song
on the album, "Vimy", again sung a capella, presents an aging
Canadian veteran of World War I reminiscing about the horrors
of war and still mourning his lost companions killed at the Battle
of Vimy Ridge.
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On Full Throated Abandon there's "One More Night," the
story of a silver mine inundated by the icy waters of Lake Su-
perior because a ship's captain spent one night too many drink-
ing and dallying with his lover, fatally delaying the shipping of
the coal that fuelled the water pumps. "Emmeline" is about a
woman who, after her husband's death, takes over his position
as lighthouse keeper, playing the violin in between times to pass
the hours. "Let the Piper Play" tells of a piper who stows away
on a Scottish settlers' ship bound for Nova Scotia, playing the
pipes to keep the settlers' spirits alive during the arduous
voyage. In the very moving "Buxton," a white fiddler, playing
in a Buxton, Ontario, tavern in the last century, encounters a
fugitive black American slave who has just escaped to Canada on
the Underground Railway and is still trying to deal with the con-
flicting emotions from the sudden change in his life.

Either one or both of these CDs is a great buy (and, if you
like them, there are two earlier albums, A Grain of Salt and
Saturday Night in Hardwood Lake). Tanglefoot are first-class
musicians, storytellers and songwriters, with none of the "pop"
influences that characterize so many songwriters in the "folk"
field. The only mild criticism I can come up with is that, while
their material varies considerably in tempo, most of it is sung
in full-voice harmonies, and some audience members might find

a dozen or so songs delivered in this manner a bit exhausting.
A few more selections performed in a more mellow tone, alter-
nating with the more robust numbers, might be a welcome addi-
tion. Also, as my wife observed, "It would be nice if there were
a woman in the group, singing high harmonies to contrast with
all those baritones." And, although Tanglefoot make no claim to
be cultural ambassadors, perhaps a few more French-Canadian
songs (traditional or otherwise), in addition to providing further
enjoyment, might remedy what some might see as an English-
Canadian bias in the material.

The individuals in the songs are typical of the real working
people who came to this country, settled it and lived in it some
four to eight generations ago. The songs are about characters,
the kind one would find especially in a frontier situation-some
heroic ("Secord's Warning"), some incompetent ("Awkward
Donald"), some pugnacious ("Jack the Green"), some repentant
sinners ("One More Night"), but all colourful and, above all,
memorable. Tanglefoot's songs help us to realize that being
Canadian matters, to be aware of our traditions, and to feel good
about them.

-Lawrie Postans

Duncan, British Columbia

Two Canadian/Gypsy-based recordings
by Judith Cohen

Rom culture, in its many and varied aspects, has been
enjoying a certain vogue, especially since the appearance of the
films Latcho Drom and, more recently, Gadjo Dilo.* Both of
the thoroughly enjoyable recordings I am discussing offer music
from Rom cultures, from Eastern Europe and Turkey, in a Cana-
dian context: one produced and with vocals by Canadian Brenna
MacCrimmon, together with Turkish musicians, and the other by

Bosnian and other musicians living in Montreal. Aside from
their Canadian context, the albums share related musical cul-
tures, and are both unpretentious and rather addictive-though
very different from each other in their approach. Together they
also raise questions about performing music from a culture other
than the one the musician(s) grew up in, and decisions about
changes to the music.

Kaqilama. Green Goat Music, 561 Melita Crescent, Toronto, Ontario M6G 3V7; 148 Montrose Ave., Toronto, Onto M6J 2T8
Produced by Brenna MacCrimmon, Daniel Janke; notes on instrumental traditions of Rumeli and Eastern Thrace notes by Sonia T.
Seeman, who also serves as consultant. Notes on each track and introduction: Brenna MacCrimmon. Instrumentalists: Selim Sesler,
G clarinet, group leader; Fahrettin DemirciogIu, cumbil.}'; Demir Karaba§, violin; Salih Onur, darbuka, bendir, daire; Selahattin
Ko(j:8n, davul

led by Selim Sesler, the clarinetist. This makes the recording an
interesting collaboration between traditional musicians and some-
one who grew up in a very different culture and whose perfor-
mance is backed up by years of observation and research-the
latter carried out mostly outside formal academia.

I first met Brenna in the early 1980s, when she attended the
class I was giving in Balkan women's singing-it's one of those
situations where the pupil far outstrips her teacher. Her singing
has gone from good to excellent, and her ornamentation is par-
ticularly subtle and precise. At times, though, one could wish
for more edge and intensity, and perhaps more variation in tim-
bre between different song styles. On some tracks, the mix could
have brought her voice out more strongly over the instruments.
The instrumentals themselves are a treat. At the open-air res-
taurants down near the water in Istanbul, the sound of bands like
this, several playing at once at tables of different restaurants,

"Kar§ilama means coming face to face, to meet and greet"
(album notes). This particular "coming face to face" is a collabo-
ration between Turkish Roman ("Gypsy") musicians from Istan-
bul and Canadian Brenna MacCrimmon, who has worked inten-
sively for many years with Turkish and South Slavic music, and
produced this recording while studying in Istanbul, with the help
of a Canada Council Artists grant.

The selections focus on the aspects of the Rumeli repertoire,
the repertoire associated by Turkish musicians with the European
lands formerly under Ottoman rule, especially the Balkans.
Roman (not to be confused with "Roman" as in "from Rome")
is the Turkish version of Rom or Roma, English Romany, which
is increasingly replacing the word Gypsy, with its often negative
connotations. Brenna explains that, in the scores of recordings
she listened to from Turkey and neighbouring areas, most of the
backup musicians were Rom, as are the group on this recording,
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mixes with the calls of street food vendors, and the singing and
glass clinking of the people around the tables. If heading down
there in person is impractical for you just now (last time I man-
aged it was in '92), then this recording is a great second-best.

The notes don't include song texts, but do provide trans-
lations, solid background information, maqam (Middle East
mode system) and rhythm pattern identification-all concisely
and very readably presented (though the sections superimposed
on the purple flower design are rather difficult to decipher).
Sonia Seeman (herself an accomplished musician and scholar in
the tradition) adds brief but helpful information on the instru-
mental tradition and the role of improvisation. In fact, I'm now

writing this sentence to an improvisation on the G clarinet, after
an opening improvisation on the camb~ (a Balkan banjo), on
Track 6, a song in an apparently obscure Albanian dialect: a
young man rejects a beautiful girl's culinary offerings, saying
he'd prefer her sweet words, but must go off to plough his field;
she replies that he should leave that rocky field to someone more
experienced.

It's a rocky field indeed one tries to piough when singing
the music of a totally different culture, and Brenna's one of the
few who succeed in negotiating the rocks, to follow the plough-
ing, planting and harvesting through with skill, grace and an en-
joyment which comes through clearly.

Saoroma. Les Gitans de Sarajevo. CHAM19811. Productions SAOROMA, Fethy Moughlam, 4281 St. Andre, Montreal, Quebec
H2J 2Z3; <www.netrover.corn/-jezdimir>

Saoroma: "All the gipsies" [sic-clearly, the group, based
at Montreal's Cafe Sarajevo and including several musicians
from Bosnia, hasn't adopted Rom or Roma in its translation of
their group's name]. Perhaps it's simplest just to quote the musi-
cians' own introduction (in English and French, English only
given here for reasons of space) to their creation of a "Gipsy
[sic] space" in Montreal, for "musicians from various back-
grounds, but with a gipsy soul "-whatever that may be. The
notes continue, "through jam sessions to collective musical cre-
ation, the North-African drums, the Spanish guitars, the classical
flutes and pianos, the jazz keyboards and saxophones had a flirt
with gipsy violins and accordeons. Opera tenors and sopranos,
Quebec, Bulgarian, flamenco and oriental singers joined together
to crush the style barrier..."

The tunes on this recording are listed but not explained;
some were very familiar to me, such as the "Cayesukariye,"
made famous by Esma Redzepova, the Macedonian Rom singer
(whom I was privileged to hear live in a Macedonian village
back in 1970), others less so. Little information is provided,
other than the introductory note, the titles and musicians' names,
and some general talk about "World" feeling, emotions, song
themes of love and fights and hope, and "irresistable dance
songs to celebrau: life with heart and passion." There is nothing
like the carefully-researched notes of Brenna's recording, but
this is not the same sort of project, and indeed, what might seem
like tired cliches in another context take on a different meaning
when offered by people who, as did several of the musicians and
other frequenters of Cafe Sarajevo, grew up in the culture and
fled the war in Bosnia and its devastation only a few years ago.

Goran Jezdimir said to me (28/12/98): "Those songs have
been a part of our lives in ex-Yugoslavia, and I have never real-
ized their origin. I can guess, but I am not sure. They are very
old songs and the stories about their origin are different. For
example, for the song 'Zajdi, zajdi,' people from Macedonia say
it comes from there, and people from Bulgaria are sure it comes
from their country." Later (1/1/99), he added that "the region
we came from is a place where people with different cultures and
nationalities live. Those differences were reasons for many prob-
lems and wars in the past. We playa folk and a gypsy music
that come from that part of the world, not thinking what culture
or nation it comes from. We think that the music does not have

limits and has a power to put people together regardless who
they are. For us, all of our songs are only beautiful songs we
enjoy to play, but in our own, modem way. It is our share to
the peace in our native country."

While I'm sure most readers share my own sympathy and
agreement with this, it does raise a number of interesting points
(besides who gets to use the term "Gypsy" instead of "Roma").
For one thing, not everyone from ex-Yugoslavia sees it quite
that way; there are certain songs which are used by different
factions as symbolic of their own group, as Bosnian ethnomusi-
cologists Ankica Petrovic and Mirjana Lausevic have explained
in their papers at conferences over the past few years. Again,
and related to this, many people, and not only ethnomusicolo-
gists, are indeed concerned about the origin of specific songs. I
think the big difference here is the third question: the musicians'
own origin. If you grow up in a culture, certain parameters of
both the music itself and of socio-politcal-cultural issues are
more built in than even the most assiduous study permits.
Changing instrumentation, for example, is done more as a
natural progression than a conscious experiment, and stylistic
elements are kept-they're already there and don't have to be
learned. What is acceptable in areas more related to culture and
politics is a trickier matter, as obviously musicians (or anyone)
from one of several local communities may have views which
are not at all shared by the others. So,' while repeating my
agreement with, and indeed admiration for, Goran's statement
and what the group is doing, I would caution against reading
this as an invitation to a "Let's-go-ahead-and-change-everything-
the-way-we-feel-like-it" licence.

I heard the group live in Montreal one evening, in the tiny
Cafe Sarajevo. They were playing-not to a seated, quiet audi-
ence, but for a mixture of Quebecois, Slavic, Middle Eastern,
Greek people, mostly quite young, who obviously were regulars,
and who clearly do find the dance melodies as "irresistable" as
the notes would have them, creating an animated, if impossibly
crowded, mixture of Western and Eastern dance styles. The
group, and this album, have no pretensions, make no particular
claims, and seem to have fulfilled their aim of bringing people
together to hear, learn, play, sing and/or dance to the music of
Saoroma.
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.The use of the tenD "Gypsy" for "Rom" or " Rorna" is similar to that of "Eskimo" for "Inuk" or "Inuit," in that the fonDer tenD re-

flects an incorrect notion of origin which also, at least in some cases, had pejorative connotations, while the second tenD is the
people's own designation for themselves. In Spain and Portugal, though, "gitano" (Spanish) and "cigano" (portuguese) are still widely
used, including by the people in question-as I confinned just this week, while talking with a gitano from southern Spain. In fact,
even the Union Romani of the Iberian Peninsula is subtitled "del Pueblo Gitano" ("of the Gypsy people"). Also, the second of the
CDs reviewed here uses the tenD "gitan/e" in French and "gipsy/ies" in English. Nevertheless, "Gypsy" is increasingly being con-
signed to the politically incorrect wastebasket. For a good, readable, quite recent book, try Isabel Fonseca's Bury Me Standing
(Vintage 1996).

D'autres nouveautes au Canadafranrais
par Donald Deschenes

Au Quebec, l'annee 1998 a ete extraordinairement produc-
tive en musique traditionnelle et ce, jusqu'a la toute fin, avec la
parution, tout juste avant les fetes, d'un dixieme disque de La
Bottine Souriante. Dans l'ensemble, cette production va dans

toutes les directions, des puristes aux folkeux jeunes et vieux,
des traditionalistes aux avant-gardistes. Voici quelques bans
exemples que j'ai ~u des derniers mois.

Bourque, Bernard et Lepage. Matapat: Musique traditionnelle do Quebec. BCD 110. Borealis Recording Co., 67 Mowat Avenue,
Suite 233, Toronto, Ontario M6K 3£3; <brc@interlog.com>; <www.interlog.com/-brc>. Site web des artistes
<www.microtec.net/-bbltrio>.

Ce disque reunit Benoit Bourque, anciennement du groupe
Eritage, gigueur, chanteur, accordeoniste; Gaston Bernard, qui
chante egalement, au violon, ala mandoline, au bouzouki; et Si-
mon Lepage, chanteur et contrebassiste. n presente un fort beau
repertoire de pieces instrumentales et de chansons; il debute par
un temoignage du violoneux Pitou Boudreault et reprend des
chansons recueillies par Marius Barbeau ou interpretees par
Allan Mills. Les arrangements de chansons pour res trois voix
touchent directement au cour, de merne que la Valse matique,
composition de Benoit Bourque, Ie clio d'oil au folklore cam-

erounais dans Matapat, et une version inoubliable de La chanson
des rubans. Une originalite : une mise en musique de la com-
plainte Le damne tiree du roman de Philippe Aubert de Gaspe
Les Anciens Canadiens. Si les instruments traditionnels, violon
et accordeon, ont une personnalite bien definie, ici la contrebasse
electrique se taille une place originale au sein de cette equipee.
C'est un disque fait simplement, avec cour, sinrerite et gener-
osite qui s' ecoute en douceur, pour se faire plaisir un jour de
pluie, pour s'encourager quand la vie pese trop lourd, en regard-
ant Ie jeune soleil un beau marin d'hiver.

Daniel Roy. Au tour du flageolet: Musique traditionnelle quebecoise/Traditional Music of Quebec. Mille-Pattes/Musicor MPCD
4440. Les Productions Mille-Pattes, 503, rue Archambault, Joliette (Quebec), J6E 2W6. Site web: <http://www.millepattes.com>

Pieces traditionnelles bien connues sur un instrument qui
nODS l'est moins, Ie flageolet, un petit instrument qu'on identifie
plus facilement a la tradition irlandaise, patrie du «tin whistle..
La presence de cet instrument est attestee au Quebec au XVlll"
et XIX" siecles. Les pieces traditionnelles issues des meilleurs
musiciens traditionnels quebecois, comme Philippe Bruneau et
Marcel Messervier, y cotoient de ses compositions. Les melodies
traditionnelles interpretees sur cet instrument prennent one toute
autre couleur, one toute autre texture. On sent que Daniel Roy
s'est fait plaisir en reunissant autour de lui d'excellents musi-

ciens comme Rejean Archambault, Michel Bordeleau, Michel
Faubert, Eric Favreau, Andre Marchand et Paul Marchand. Pour
creer differents climats musicaux, il s'est adjoint des musiciens
traditionnels de differentes approches, comme les pianistes Denis
Frechette, de La Bottine Souriante, avec l'approche jazzante
qu'on lui connait, et Danielle Martineau qui s'en tient a un ac-
compagnement plus sobre. n va meme se payer Ie plaisir d'un
violoncelle pour faire ressortir tout Ie lyrisme d'une de ses
compositions, Coq du pecheur.

Entourloupe. La St-Berdondaine: Musique traditionnelle du Quebec-Traditional Music of Quebec. Mille-Pattes/Musicor
MPCD-4441. Les Productions Mille-Pattes, 503, rue Archambault, Joliette (Quebec), J6E 2W6. Site web: < www.millepattes.com>

Le disque Au tour du flageolet nous avait fait decouvrir un
excellent musicien, Daniel Roy. Ici, c'est un musicien de cour
que l'on decouvre. II rassemble autour de lui quatre des meil-
leurs musiciens de la jeune generation: Eric Favreau au violon
et au piano; Paul Marchand a la guitare et aux pieds; et Stephane
Landry a l'accordtSon diatonique. Enfin, lui, Daniel, joue des
flageolets, de la musique a bouche, de la bombarde, des os et du

tambour Ii mailloche. On sent chez ces quatre comparses une
belle complicite, une longue experience et un certain eclectisme:
leg chansons, comme leg pieces instrumentales, sont choisies
avec un soin particulier, tant pour leur richesse harmonique et
melodique que pour leur emotion: des melodies superbes, des
textes particulierement riches. Avec Entourloupe, une chanson
Ii repondre n' est pas une invitation au party, mais une pose pour
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prendre Ie temps de savourer une langue belle et riche, une his-
toire emouvante, un enseignement. Avec Entourloupe, un reel ne
s'embete pas a etre bien carre a 8 temps; il se complexifie a
souhait pour montrer l'incroyable richesse de cette musique ala
jonction des traditions de France, d'lrlande et d'Ecosse. lIs in-

terpretent cette musique avec one grande simplicite. Cela tient du
grand art. Par ce disque, il n' est pas cliche de dire qu' on penetre
au COOT meme de la tradition musicale queb6coise. A ecouter ab-
solument.

La Bottine Souriante. Xieme. Mille-Pattes/Musicor MPCD 2040. Les Productions Mille-Pattes, 503, rue Archambault, Joliette
(Quebec), J6E 2W6. Site web: <http://www.millepattes.com>

Eh ! oui, La Bottine Souriante en est rendu a son dixieme
disque apres plus de vingt aDS de carriere, des disques qui ont
rapportes succes et prix les uns apres les autres. Premier secret,
une energie puissante qui n'a jamais lache; 2" secret: un son
nouveau et un creneau inexplore. Sur ce dixieme disque, on y
retrouve une treizaine de chansons et de piex:es instrumentales,
dont des apports nouveaux, des pieces d'outre-mer de I'accorde-
oniste basque Kepa Junkera et Ie violoniste finlandais Arto Jar-
vela. La formation de cuivres est toujours aussi presente, don-
nant a toute cette musique un eclairage neon urbain dynamisant.
Les arrangements soot de plus en plus audacieux (ex. : Un air
si doux), fignoles finement, on flirte allegrement avec Ie jazz et

l'orchestre dixie (ex. : Margot Fringue). Apres autant de
disques, on pourrait penser qu'ils vont finir par se repeter. A
peine; tout juste pour que l'auditeur s'y retrouve. Par moments,
on deborde d'une gaiete hilare, a d'autres, on se laisse aller a
one douce euphorie; mais la melancolie ? connaissent pas. On
pounait cependant reprocher ace disque son manque d'unite et
de simplicite. On amene l'auditeur dans tant de directions qu'il
en est etourdi; les arrangements soot parfois trop lourds, tel-
lement compliques qu'on y perd l'essentiel. Pour les mordus,
c'est un incontournable; pour ceux et relIes qui ne connaissent
pas La Bottine, laissez-vous surprendre.

Ce qu'its m'ont chante. Collection Gemlain Lemieux, s.j. Documents originaux de terrain, 1948-1958. CFOF-
ontarien de folklore, 38, rue Xavier, Sudbury (Ontario) P3C 2B9.

I. Centre franco-

Le 12 septembre demier, Ie Centre fnmco-ontarien de folk-
lore fetait Ie cinquantieme anniversaire de la premiere cueillette
folklorique du pere Germain Lemieux dans Ie Moyen-Nord on-
tarien. Pour marquer cet evenernent, on a, entre autres, produit
une cassette de 21 chansons recueillies par Ie peTe Lemieux entre
1948 et 1958, aupres d'informateurs ages de 19 a 82 ans. Cette
cassette a ere egalement une fa~on de rendre un hommage parti-
culier aux chanteurs et chanteuses qui ont cootie au magneto-
phone du j~uite folkloriste leurs chansons. On y retrouve un

repertoire fort varie, allant de la complainte a la chanson a
repondre, en passant par les chansons satiriques, les chansons
d'ivrogne et a boire, les chansons enumeratives et plusieurs
belles versions du petit man. Les enregistrements originaux
ayant ete nettoyes electroniquement, l'ecoute de res documents
d'enquete est agreable, captivante meme. Cependant, Ie feuillet
aurait du contenir un court mot de presentation et Ie texte des
chansons, meme si celles-ci sont deja publiees dans differents
recueils.

Canadian Folk Festival Directory

We try to produce a listing of all festivals in Canada with significant traditional music content, with as much information on them
as possible given our space constraints, but realistically we fall short of our goal. Some festivals we don't know about, some don't
respond, some have personnel changes and we lose touch. We get information from other agencies, but these vary widely in the
amount and kind of information they give us.

We would appreciate being given information on festivals which should be included and aren't. And if you have a flat-rate long
distance phone plan, or Internet access and time on your hands, and want to help out, we'd be happy to hive off part of the task of
maintaining this directory to enthusiastic volunteers. [JL]

ALBERTA EmaiI: <lbanting@st-alben.net>;
Website: <www.discov~.com/childfesl>
"The 18th 8DDual Chilfken's Festival feaaI= a wiIk range of free
activities for kid. of all ages, iIM:Iuding face-painting, visual ans
teDIs, Iecbnoiogy lent, telettxm animatioo ~, S!(x)'IelliDg,
Healthy Uving 1.-, fun aIMI games aIMI fabukMIs roving site aItiSIs.
Profe&Oi.-l anisls from AusIralia, West Africa, Vietnam, ~,
America aIMI Canada entertain aIMIlklight the ywg aIMI the ~ at
beaIt." Annual since 1982.

J~ 10, 1999
FORT McMURRAY mGIn.AND GAMES.
FM McMumy (780) 791-7879

Dept. of Economic n.~I,¥,1IIDIt cI Tourism. 307 Legiskla.rr
Bldg.. Edmonton AW. 7:l"K 2B6

AIJerm Artz FeslilUls A.Jm., 001 - 10136 100 St. NW.
EdmonIOII, Ala.. 1:1"] OP1; 1-888-878-3378;

<qslJ@co""""maI1.ab.,..>;
< www.disco~rolJerWl. comIa~s/3 >

JUIIC 13, 1999
GRANDE PRAIRIE JDGffi.AND GAMES.
~ Pnirie (780) S32-42S0

JUIIC 18 "20, 1999
nIE GA nlERING OF '99. PiIk:ber Q=t
Myra HamDM.MJ, Box 1300, Pincber~, AlIa.
'roK 1WO Res.: (403) 627-2801; Bus: 627-SBSS, Ir
1-888-298-SBSS (AIbcrIa ooly)
'c..wboy poetry aM weIIerD art.' Annual since 1987.

JUIIC 20, 1999
BOW ISLAND UBRARY CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL. Bow IsJaIMI
(403 S4S-2828

June 1 to 5, 1999
NORTHERN ALBERTA INTERNA110NAL CHn.DREN'S
FES11VAL. St Albert
Larissa Banting, 5 St-Anne St., St. AlbeIt, AlIa.
TgN 3Z9 Res.: (780) 468-6510; Bus.: 459-1515; Fax: 459-1726;


